
Epoxiglas Tree Trimmer - 1.5 in

Pole - 6 ft 10 in

By Chance Lineman Tools & Equipment
Catalog # H2106

EPOXIGLAS TREE TRIMMER-1.5" X 6' 10", Tree Trimmers are
designed to cut up to 1.5" dia. branches and are especially
useful around energized conductors or in hard to get places.
The Tree Trimmer head features sharpened stationary and
movable blades made of dropforged steel. The rope and pulley
arrangement gives the operator a mechanical advantage of 3
to 1. For example, a 10-lb. pull on the rope will exert a 30-lb.
force on the cutter head lever. Ball bearing pulleys are
employed for free operation. The rope furnished with each
tree trimmer is 25' long- which will accommodate a 6'
extension on the basic tool.
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Features

Designed to cut up to 1½” diameter branches

Useful around energized conductors or in hard-to-reach
places

Head features sharpened stationary and movable blades
made of dropforged steel

Rope and pulley arrangement gives operator a mechanical
advantage of 3 to 1

Example: A 10-lb. pull on rope will exert a 30-lb. force on
the cutter head lever

Ball bearing pulleys are employed for free operation

Rope furnished with each tree trimmer is 25’ long

Accommodates a 6’ extension on the basic tool

The 18” long Universal Tool Fitting is provided with 25’ of
rope

A Universal Pruning Saw can be added to the universal
fitting on the side of the head mount

Spliced extensions fasten securely to the tool with leaf
spring button loc

General

EU RoHS Indicator No

Style Epoxiglas Tree Trimmer w/
Male Splice

Type Cutters

UPC 096359039761

Dimensions

Length 87 in

Weight 5.1 lb

WeightMetric 2.3 kg

Product Assets

Installation Manuals - CHANCE® Tools Manuals
(CENT_LTE_IOM_EN_00158)<LineBreak/>
Sales Drawings - Tree Trimmer H2006 And H2106 (SAH2006)

https://www.hubbell.com/hubbell/p/293569
https://www.hubbell.com/hubbell/p/293569
https://www.hubbell.com/hubbell/p/293569
https://hubbellcdn.com/installationmanuals/Chance%20Tool%20Manuals.pdf
https://hubbellcdn.com/salesdrawings/SAH2006.pdf

